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Plate 2: Electric Potential
Plate 1: Ground
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Δ = max (p, η)
p = 2B2 − 1 +
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(2B − 1)2 − 1
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Repeat for i=1: number of gaps
Electrostatic loads
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Output of genetic algorithm based optimization is
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Fixed condition if domain exists in first the first column,
 along the left edge
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 along the left edge
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No Material + Actuation or No Material + Sensing
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Fixed condition if domain exists in first the first column,
 along the left edge
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Electrostatic Load condition
Fixed condition if domain exists in first the first column,
 along the left edge
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Ground condition if domain is actuation
Zero charge condition if domain is sensing
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Electric Potential condition
Ground condition if domain is actuation
Zero charge condition if domain is sensing
Zero charge condition or Continuous condition
Inactive boundary
Electric Potential condition
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Fixed condtion on mesh deformation if domain
 exists in first column, along left edge
Mesh deformation defined by Physics if domain
 exists in any other column
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Mesh deformation defined by Physics
Free condition on mesh deformation
Fixed condtion on mesh deformation if domain
 exists in first column, along left edge
Mesh deformation defined by Physics if domain
 exists in any other column
Fixed condition on mesh deformation
Electrostatic Subdomain Mesh deformation defined by Physics
Free condition on mesh deformation
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Fixed condition if domain exists in first the first column,
 along the left edge
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Electrostatic Load condition
Fixed condition if domain exists in first the first column,
 along the left edge
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Ground condition if domain is actuation
Zero charge condition if domain is sensing
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Electric Potential condition
Ground condition if domain is actuation
Zero charge condition if domain is sensing
Zero charge condition or Continuous condition
Inactive boundary
Electric Potential condition
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Fixed condition if domain exists in first the first column,
 along the left edge
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Electrostatic Load condition plus Film Damping Load
Fixed condition if domain exists in first the first column,
 along the left edge
Free condition if domain exists in any other column
Free condition
Inactive boundary
Electrostatic Load condition plus Film Damping Load
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ζf ? 2.0× 10−2
dg ? 3.8× 10−6
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ωc ?? 6.1× 104
ζc ? 4.2× 10−1
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0 ≤ t < t1 12Vp(1− cos(ω1t)
t1 ≤ t < t2 Vp
t2 ≤ t < t3 12Vp(1− cos(ω1(t− t2 + t1)))
t3 ≤ t < t4 0
t4 ≤ t < t5 12Vh(1− cos(ω2(t− t4)
t5 ≤ t < t6 Vh
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t1 ? 4.20× 10−6
t2 ? tp
t3 ? t1 + t2
t4 ? tc + t3
t5 ? t4 + 1.00× 10−6
t6 ? 100× 10−6
ω1 ????? 7.4× 105
ω2 ????? 3.1× 106
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